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Donor Enrichment Can Never Occur

When the Recipient Imposes a Tariff in a Two-Country Model

Kojun Hamada*

Abstract

In this paper, we reexamine the transfer paradox in a two-commodity world involving

two countries. We show that even if the imported good is inferior, donor enrichment can

never occur when the recipient imposes a tariff. We assert that if the tariff that the recipient

imposes on an imported good is sufficiently lower, no transfer paradoxes arise for the donor

and the recipient.
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1　Introduction

Following the well-known classical argument (Keynes vs. Ohlin) on German reparation payment.

the problem concerning transfer paradoxes has aroused public interest and has raised various

economic issues n- the theory of inten-ational trade.

In this paper, we reexamine the transfer paradox in a two-commodity world involving two

countries. It is well known that a transfer paradox camlot arise under free trade when the
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Regarding transfer paradoxes, see, for example, Bhagwati. Pailaganya, and Srinivasan (1998. Ch.16) in detail.
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market is stable ii- the two-country model, as suggested by Samuelsoi- (1947). Moreover, it

is well known that the distortions induced by tariffs cause trai-sfer paracloxes. as proposed by

Bhagwati, Brecher, and Hatta (1985).

However, Bhagwati, Brecher, ai-d Hatta (1985) showed only the necessary coildition for

transfer paradoxes to occur, which is the inferiority of an imported good. We reconsider this

issue of transfer paradox and investigate the su凪cient conditions for trallsfer paradoxes to occur.

We show that even if the imported good is inferior, donor enrichment can never occur when

the recipient imposes a tariff. We assert that the transfer paradoxes for the doilor and recipient

do not arise in the environment wherein the recipient imposes a tariff on an imported good, if

the tariff is sumcieiltly lower.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section

3 preserlts the existing results aild the main result. The fiilal sectioil COlleludes the paper with

sollle reillarks.

2　The Model

In this section, we describe the structure of the model. lVe consider a general equilibrium

model of international trade in a two-commodity world involving two countries. There are two

countries-a donor cornltry (indexed by α) and a recipient country (indexed bj′ β). They trade

in two goods-the non-numeraire good (X) and the numeraire good (Y).

Suppose that the donor (recipient) is an exporter (importer) of the non-numeraire good. It

is assumed that the entire tariff revenue and foreign aid are distributed in lump-sum among

consumers.

As for notations, T ≧ 0 clenotes transfer. The donor provides foreign aid of the amount T

in terms of the rlumeraire good, to the recipient, t ～ O deilotes import tariff. The recipient has

in place a specific tariff t on the non-numeraire good, p represents the international price of the

non-numeraire good. It may be possible to interpret it as a relative price.
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El represents trade expenditure function (overspending function). It is defined as the dif-

ference between expenditure function el and revenue function rl. Thus, tl-e following equations

are satisfied:

Note that unity (1) is the domestic price of the numeraire gooCl, p is tllat of the non-numeraire

good, and u is the utility level of the representative consumer in country i - α.β. It is supposed

that the subscript x accompanying the functions represents the partial derivative of the functions

with respect to x.

ml denotes the import demand function of the non-numeraire good in country i. It is assumed

that mQ < 0,m,β > 0. Thus, tmβ > 0 is the import tari斤revenue for the recipient.

We consider the budget constraints in the countries:

The product market-clearing conditioil (global trade is balanced) is as follows:3

Using Mciくenzie's leillllla, the following equation is satisfied:

The superscript 〈 denotes the net trade expenditure function after subtracting the tariff revenue.

The world market-clearing condition for the numeraire good has been omitted due to Walras s law.

(3)

・1)
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3　The Analysis

In this section, we analyze the transfer problem when the recipient imposes a tariff, and present

some of the main results.

3.1　The existirlg results

Given tariff level t, we exailline the impact of an increase in the unfettered transfer T upon

the variables of the model described above (uα,uβ,p). The total differentiation of eqs. (l)-(3)

provides the following equation:

(5

whereEu -Eu -tine mP=Eg-rnβ-tm.p >0,andMp=rn.p +mg<0・

As a first step, in order to coilsider the transfer problem, we preseilt some of the main results

shown by tlle existing seminal papers as follows:

Proposition 1. (A corollary of Theorem 1 in Bhagwati, Brecher. and Hatta (1985) (hereafter

BBH))

In the model of(l)-(3),

Proof. On applying Cramer's rule to the equation of total differei-tiation (5), we immediately

4If the right-halid side of (3) is replaced by万, which represents the world、s excess demand for A', then

ran

有ニー△ from (1), (2), and thus modi氏ed (3), treating ti-, uβ. and万as variables. The Marshall-Lerner

condition for Walrasian stability states that this derivative is negative.
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obtain

Ron-菰β三mβ - trrip and (3), we have ma +菰βニーtrrip. On substituting this into (8) and

(9), we immediately obtain Proposition 1.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□

Proposition 2. (A well-known result since Samuelson (1947))

It is not possible for any transfer paradox to occur in a two-country free trade model if the

Walrasian market stability is satisfied.

equations are obtained.

Regarding the terms of trade, normalizing E" - Eu - 1 in (10) without the loss of generality,

we obtain窟-磐芸o ⇔ me芸m". If the marginal propensity of import for the recipient

is larger than that for the donor, the terms of trade for the recipient become exaggerated. This

result is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. (^4 corollary of Theor℃m 2 and 3 in BBH {1985))

Suppose that the following three assumptions are satisfied: (a) t > 0; (b) the Walrasian stability

condition for the world markets is satisfied; and (c) the Vanek-Bhagwati-Kemp stability condition

With regard to the terms of trade, we may be able to obtain some additional results from (10), although we

do not investigate them in this note.
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is satisfied for the trade quantity adjustment in each country. Then, if a transfer causes a

paradoxical change in the welfare of one country, there must be an inferior good in the other

country. Moreover, the inferiority must be in a good for which the tariff is imposed.

proof. As EZ ≠ Eu, based on the characteristics of expenditure functioi- eS > 0, ES > 0 cannot

be proven. Noting that Eu - yu+{p+t)mu, we find that Eu - Eu -tvn^ - yu+pmu.

It is well known that the positiveness of the right-hand expression E% > 0 is a necessary

condition for the stability of the quantity adjustment process. This is termed as the Vanek

(1965)-Bhagwati (1968)-Kcnip (1968) stability condition for the recipient. Under assumption

(c), Eu > 0 holds. Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for tl-e donor and the recipient

to face the paradoxical transfer are. respectively, as follows:

(15)

In the case of Proposition 3, for further details, let us introduce the explanation after Theorem

3 in BBH (1985). Refer to lines 1 to 7 on p.707.

Theorem 3 also yields necessary conditions for the welfare paradoxes when the policy

distortion is a tariff, since a tariff is equivalent to a proposition subsidy aild a consumptioll

tax on the importable good at the same rate. For example, when only tlle recipient country

imposes a tariff on importing X, we have a - r(- t) (in our model) aild a* - t* - 0.

'In the speci丘ed case of this paper, it is sufficient that this stability condition is satisfied in only the recipient

country.
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And this implies that, for the paradoxes to occur, X must be inferior in the donor's or the

recipient s consumptioil.

(The emphasis in boldface and the insertion of the parenthetical elements are made by the

author.)

3.2　Examination of the sufficient conditions

However, according to Theorem 3 in BBH (1985), inferior goods are a necessary condition for

transfer paradoxes. Thus, we need to investigate in detail the necessary and su爪cient conditions

for transfer paradoxes.

Now, we present the main proposition.

Proposition 4. (A revision of Theorem 3 in BBH (1985))

Suppose that the following four assumptions are satisfied: (a) t > 0: (b) the Walrasian stability

condition for the world markets is satisfied; (c) the Vanek-Bhagwati-Kemp stability condition is

satisfied for the trade quantity adjustment in each country; and (d) good X for which a tariff

is imposed is an inferior good in both the donor and recipient countries, that is. m冒< 0 and

rriu < 0 hold. Under the above assumptions, the double transfer paradoxes can never occur. The

paradox cannot occur for the donor since the donor's welfare necessarily decreases by the transfer

under any tariff level. The following condition is sufficient for the recipient s immiserization:

(16)

Thus, if the import tariff is sufficiently large, t > tα, the transfer paradox occurs merely for the

recipient.

Proof. Based on Proposition 3, the necessary and su爪cient conditions for the donor and recip-

ient to face the paradoxical transfer are (13) and (14), respectively. Rewriting (14), we obtain
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the inequality with regard to t. we obtain the following equation:

(17)

The negative sign of the last term in (17) is immediately obtained by m.u < 0, m?, Mp < 0, and

Eu > 0. Thus, (17) is never satisfie。1 under any positive ii一一port tariff.　　　　　　　　　□

Propositionl 4 implies that it is impossible for both dollor enrichillellt and recipieilt illlmiser-

ization to occur, and the donor's welfare necessarily decreases. When the import good is inferior

It is shown that (14), which is a necessary condition for donor enrichment, is not satisfied,

even if the imported good is inferior for the recipient (niu < 0). In other words, the transfer

paradox for the donor cannot arise under any positive tariff levels, even if the import commodity

is inferior for the recipient, which is a necessary condition for the transfer paradox to occur.

This proposition implies that even if X is inferうor for the recipient, the transfer paradox

for the donor never occurs. On the other hand, wheil X is inferior for the donor, if the tariff

level of the recipient is su氏ciently high (t > ta). the recipient immiserizes. This result at first

appears to be contradictory, as a high tariff may enable tariff revenue to increase. However, (16)

It is defined that cj, ≡ roK^i)・　pc'u represents the marginal propensity to consume the non-numeraire

good in country i - α.β Although we can rewrite the previous and following equations more briefly by using c乙.

all the results remain unchanged.
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(and also -1). We summarize the result of Proposition 4 in Table 1.

(The paradox of the donor never occurs.)

Table 1: Transfer paradox when the recipient iillposes an import tariff

We can immediately derive the followiilg corollary that is obtained from Table 1.

Corollary 1. It is impossible that bo仇countries will improve their welfares through the transfer.

BBH (1985) showed the necessary conditions for welfare paradoxes (p.706). However, in-

vestigating these conditions in detail, we conclude that even if these necessary conditions-for

instance. if the good is inferior for the recipient-are satisfied, the paradox for the donor does

not occur in the case of any import tariff. In conclusion, there exists no necessary and su爪cient

condition for donor enrichment through transfer. This new result complements the assertion of

BBH (1983).

4　Concluding Remarks

In the previous section, we reexamined the necessary and sufficient conditions for trailsfer para-

doxes to occur. Our results reaffirm the argument related to the transfer paradox. In other

words, we show that even if the imported good is inferior, donor enrichment can never occur
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when the recipient imposes a tariff. This is contrary to the conventional belief that transfer

paradoxes are possible when an import tariff is imposed, if the good is inferior. We assert that

a transfer paradox for the donor and the recipient does not arise in an environment wherein the

recipient imposes a tariff on an imported good, if the tariff is sufficieiltly lower.

Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the tariff is exogenously given. As part of an

extension, we should examine whether or not the transfer paradox occurs under the optimal

tariff for the recipient.
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